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ABSTRACT

Global climate models with variable resolution are effective means to represent regional scales over an area

of interest while avoiding the nesting issues of limited-area models. The stretched-grid approach provides

a dynamical downscaling approach that naturally allows two-way interactions between the regional and global

scales of motion. Concentrating the resolution over a subset of the earth’s surface increases computational

efficiency and reduces the computational costs compared to global uniform high-resolution models; however,

it does not come free of some problems related to the variation of resolution.

To address the issues associated with the stretching and anisotropy of the computational grid, a general

convolution filter with a flexible response function is developed. The main feature of this filter is to locally

remove scales shorter than a user-prescribed spatially varying length scale. The filtering effectiveness and

computational efficiency of the filter can be custom tailored by an appropriate compromise between the

filtering response and the width of the convolution stencil. This approach has been tested in one- and two-

dimensional Cartesian geometry. It is shown that an effective filter can be obtained using a limited spatial

stencil for the convolution to reduce computational cost, and that an adjustable spatially variable and nearly

isotropic response can be obtained for application on variable grids.

1. Introduction

Regional climate modeling using a variable-resolution

global approach is an alternative to the widely used nested

limited-area models (LAM). A variable-resolution gen-

eral circulation model (GCM) does not require lateral

boundary conditions and it provides self-consistent in-

teractions between global and regional scales of motion

(Gibelin and Déqué 2003; Fox-Rabinovitz et al. 2006;

Laprise 2008). Concentrating the resolution over a subset

of the earth’s surface increases computational efficiency,

but this does not come free of some issues owing to the

variation of resolution. The nonuniformity and anisot-

ropy of the grid can result in computational artifacts and

contamination of the physical solution, as does the con-

vergence of meridians near the poles in the case of uniform

latitude–longitude grids.

The technique of grid stretching is one of the most ex-

tensively used methods for implementing variable resolu-

tion in climate models. The stretched-grid (SG) approach

was originally used for operational short-term numerical

weather prediction (Yessad and Bénard 1996; Côté et al.

1997, 1998). The implementation of the SG approach for

climate simulations was initiated in the early 1990s at

Météo-France for the Action de Recherche Petite Échelle

Grande Échelle (ARPEGE) spectral model (Déqué and

Piedelièvre 1995) and later by other groups for gridpoint

models (Fox-Rabinovitz et al. 1997; McGregor et al. 2002).

In Canada, the new generation of the Canadian Re-

gional Climate Model (CRCM5) is being developed

within the framework of the existing Global Environ-

mental Multiscale (GEM) model presently used for global

and regional numerical weather prediction at the Meteo-

rological Service of Canada (Zadra et al. 2008). GEM

supports multiple configurations, including uniform global,

stretched-grid global, and nested limited area; the latter

two configurations are contemplated for use in CRCM5.

Unlike the nested approach, the SG by design does

not require lateral boundary conditions and it allows au-

tonomous multiyear simulations with a single SG-GCM

instead of a uniform-resolution GCM driving a nested

limited-area model. The Stretched-Grid Model Inter-

comparison Project (SGMIP; Fox-Rabinovitz et al. 2006,

2008) in its first phase has demonstrated the ability of SG-

GCM to provide good-quality regional and global climate
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simulation results. The authors mentioned the necessity

of respecting some basic conditions for controlling com-

putational problems due to grid irregularity. The fol-

lowing conditions must be imposed on the SG design:

d the local stretching factor, which is the ratio between

adjacent grid intervals in the stretching zone, must be

constant for a gradual stretching;
d the local stretching factor must not exceed 5%–10%

depending on specific application;
d the maximum gridpoint distance in the low-resolution

part of the domain must not exceed a few degrees in

order to maintain global accuracy; and
d the grid spacing over the high-resolution area must be

uniform.

Even when respecting the above constraints for the

mesh design, the variation of resolution and anisotropy

of the grid outside the uniform high-resolution area can

result in numerical artifacts that risk contaminating

the simulations. Some of these constraints, such as the

local isotropy, are naturally satisfied by the conformal

Schmidt transformation (Schmidt 1977) used in ARPEGE

(Courtier and Geleyn 1988); other constraints, how-

ever, need to be imposed because of intrinsic limitations

of resolution created by this transformation (Caian and

Geleyn 1997).

Different grid structures are used in SG models based

on spectral numerics (e.g., ARPEGE; Gibelin and

Déqué 2003) and gridpoint discretizations [e.g., Goddard

Earth Observing System (GEOS) SG-GCM; Fox-

Rabinovitz et al. 1997]. In the following we will concen-

trate on the latter, which uses latitude–longitude stretched

grids with their computational poles aligned (e.g., Fox-

Rabinovitz et al. 1997) or rotated (e.g., Zadra et al. 2008)

with respect to the geographical poles. Figure 1 shows a

simplified sketch of a typical latitude–longitude stretched

grid. The uniform high-resolution region of the domain

is shown in green. The core high-resolution region is

surrounded by a region where the grid is stretched in

one or both directions; the stretching zones are shown

in pink in Fig. 1. Beyond some distance, the grid spacing

becomes constant but the mesh is then very anisotropic;

these regions will be referred to as the ‘‘arms of the cross’’

and are shown in orange in Fig. 1. The domain is com-

pleted by a uniform low-resolution region shown in white

in Fig. 1. (The line A–A9 will be referred to subsequently

in 1D tests.)

Traditionally, two basic filtering techniques have been

adapted in global variable-resolution models. A first

filter is generally applied in all models formulated in

longitude–latitude grids to control numerical instabilities

arising from the convergence of the meridians near the

poles; a polar Fourier filter (e.g., Takacs et al. 1999) is

often applied in high latitudes. In stretched-grid models

it is directly applied on the stretched grid, taking into

account the stretching. In the GEOS SG-GCM (Fox-

Rabinovitz et al. 2005) the polar filter is applied to the

tendencies of the prognostic variables rather than to the

prognostic variables themselves; as a result, high zonal

wavenumbers are slowed down rather than being dam-

ped, which nevertheless allows the numerical stability

criterion to be respected near the poles. A second filter

is generally applied to remove gridpoint noise over the

entire domain; this objective is reached with the appli-

cation of a high-order Shapiro filter (Shapiro 1970).

Takacs et al. (1999) found also that the application of

a Shapiro filter with the eigenvector method produces

very small differences compared to its standard appli-

cation.

The application of a Shapiro filter on a variable-

resolution grid is somewhat questionable; the filtering

response being dependent on the computational grid

distance, fields with a given length scale will be damped

differently depending on the local mesh interval of the

grid (Surcel 2005). This is what prompted us to design

a method for building a general filter that can effectively

remove user-defined length scales independently of the

computational mesh. We will show that the resulting

filter can be used among other applications to ensure

nearly isotropic resolution even in the stretching region,

and to enforce, under the control of the user, smoothly

varying effective resolution over the entire domain inde-

pendently of the computational mesh, including around

the pole where meridians converge and the stretching

zone in SG models.

This paper is organized as follows. The next section

describes the formulation of the proposed general con-

volution filter. Section 3 presents the application of the

FIG. 1. Simplified sketch showing a typical latitude–longitude

stretched grid. The uniform high-resolution core region of the

domain is shown in green, the stretching zones are shown in pink,

the anisotropic arms-of-the-cross regions are shown in orange, and

the uniform low-resolution region is shown in white. The line A–A9

will be referred to subsequently in 1D variable-grid tests.
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filter on one-dimensional uniform and stretched-grid

domains, and also provides details and examples of the

performance of the filter into a 2D Cartesian stretched

grid. In section 4 we give some concluding remarks on

the application of the filter into a Cartesian domain and

general directions for the conversion of the filter to polar

geometry.

2. Description of a general convolution filter

To describe the proposed convolution filter, we recall

that the convolution between a signal c and a weighting

function w can be expressed as follows, in one dimension

for simplicity:

c(x) 5 (c * w)(x) 5

ð‘

�‘

c(t)w(x� t) dt, (1)

where c represents the filtered signal and the asterisk

represents convolution. The spectral response of the

convolution is obtained by taking the Fourier transform

of the filtered c and original c fields and evaluating the

ratio of their spectral amplitudes as a function of

wavenumbers. The convolution theorem (e.g., Bracewell

2000) shows that, to obtain a desired response from

a convolution filter, the required weighting function is the

inverse Fourier transform of that response function (e.g.,

Surcel 2005)

w(d) 5
1

2p

ð‘

�‘

R(k) exp(ikd) dk, (2)

where R(k) is the spectral filtering response. We note

that, unlike the usual gridpoint filters, the definition and

properties of the convolution exist for continuous space

and do not rely on the existence of a specific grid for its

application; this feature will be of paramount importance

for the ensuing development of the proposed general

convolution filter applicable to variable-resolution grids.

The standard convolution uses a single weighting func-

tion w(d) and it produces a spectral response function R(k)

that is constant in space. In some applications, it might be

desirable to use a filter with a response function that varies

with location, which we note loosely as R(x, k). Modelers

sometimes achieve this by using spatially varying diffusion

coefficients. A simple, albeit ad hoc, modification to the

standard convolution can be made to obtain a spatially

varying response, consisting of using a weighting function

that varies with location: w(d, x). Although it is no more

possible, then, to formally establish the exact response

function [noted R(x, k)], a Wentzel–Kramers–Brillouin–

Jeffreys (WKBJ) type of approximation (e.g., Bender

and Orszag 1978) leads us to believe that it is reasonable

to think in terms of local spectral response, as long as the

weighting function varies slowly with location. Empirical

evidence from the experimental results presented later

will show that this approach renders sensible results even

with rather rapid variations of the weighting function.

Whether on a uniform latitude–longitude grid or on

a stretched grid, physical grid spacing changes with the

location on the grid. On the so-called uniform latitude–

longitude grid, the convergence of the meridians toward

the poles induces changes in grid spacing in the zonal

direction, with maximum grid spacing Dxmax near the

equator. On a variable-resolution stretched grid, quasi-

uniform fine mesh prevails over the area of interest, while

outside this area the grid intervals increase in one or both

horizontal directions. A geometric progression is often

used with a constant local stretching rate defined as

s 5 Dx
i
/Dx

i�1
, (3)

where Dxi and Dxi21 are adjacent grid-mesh intervals.

The total global stretching factor represents the ratio

between the maximum and minimum grid intervals on

the mesh:

S 5 Dx
max

/Dx
min

. (4)

A generalized convolution filter will be designed to

satisfy a specific user-defined response function; this

filter could be applied to control any undesirable compu-

tational noise, including that arising from the convergence

of the meridians near the pole or other nonuniformity

and/or anisotropy of a computational grid. Over non-

uniform grids, the only waves that can be represented

over the entire domain are those with length scales

larger than or equal to twice the maximum grid spacing

Dxmax. Therefore, on a uniform latitude–longitude grid,

suitable filtering could be used to remove the smaller

scales in the zonal direction that are permitted by the

convergence of the meridians toward the poles; this

would be an effective means of ensuring computational

stability as well as isotropy and homogeneity of effective

resolution. Similarly, in a stretched-grid model, it would

be possible to remove some anisotropic features asso-

ciated with finescale structure of the mesh in only one

dimension, such as in the arms-of-the-cross region sur-

rounding the high-resolution area of interest; this may

be an effective means of controlling aliasing of finescale

features while they exit the high-resolution region and

enter in the low-resolution part of the domain. In this

case, the numerical filtering operator could suitably re-

move the unwanted small scales outside the uniform

high-resolution area if the user so desired.
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A response function that verifies these conditions can

be defined as follows:

R(k) 5

1 0 # k # a 5 p/Dx
max

cos2 p

2

k� a

b� a

� �
a , k , b

0 b # k # p/Dx
min

,

8>><
>>: (5)

which corresponds to keeping unaltered the large scales

with wavenumber smaller than a (corresponding to wave-

lengths larger than 2Dxmax that are resolved everywhere

on the grid), and removing entirely small scales with

wavenumber larger than a chosen value of b, with a

gradual transition in between to reduce Gibbs’ phenom-

enon. The convolution theorem then gives us the corre-

sponding weighting function as

w(d) 5
p

2

sinad 1 sinbd

d[p2 � d2(b� a)2]
, (6)

with d 5 x 2 t. We note in passing that a real value of

response function corresponds to symmetric weighting

functions.

The choice of the b parameter greatly affects the

sharpness of the spectral response and the width of the

weighting function, as illustrated in Fig. 2 for three values

of b. A relatively small value of b 2 a, corresponding to

a narrow response transition such as R1, gives rise to a

broad weighting function (w1) with oscillating values over

a large segment of the domain. On the other hand, a more

localized weighting function such as w3 corresponds to

very gradual response function R3.

Although the formal definition of the convolution (1)

exists for continuous space, its practical application re-

quires a version to be defined using a discrete set of

points (xi)i51,n on a grid. The following general trape-

zoidal quadrature can be used as follows:

c(x
i
) 5

�
‘

j5�‘

c(x
j
)w(d

i, j
)s(x

j
)

�
‘

j5�‘

w(d
i, j

)s(x
j
)

, (7)

where s(xj) is a variable weight assigned to the con-

tribution of each computational point s(xj) 5 (xj11 2

xj21)/2 to account for the stretching. We want to stress

that the convolution weights are a function of the phys-

ical distance di,j 5 jxi 2 xjj between the application point

xi and all other contributing points xj. The use of phys-

ical distance is the distinguishing feature of the proposed

approach. In conventional gridpoint filtering such as

the Shapiro filter, the weights are function of the in-

dices (ji 2 jj) rather than physical distance. While both

approaches render the same results on uniform grid,

the use of physical distance in the convolution offers

definite advantages over variable grids, as we shall dem-

onstrate.

Returning to the weighting function w(d) (e.g., Fig. 2),

clearly the presence of nonvanishing values over the

entire domain is problematic in practice because of

the excessive computational cost. By inspection of the

weighting function curve, however, one notices that

values become rather small and alternate in sign after

some distance from the origin. Hence in the following,

we will test various pragmatic approximations to R

consisting of truncating w to zero after some distance

dmax from the origin, aiming at important reduction in

computational cost. Therefore, the filtering formula will

be approximated as

c(x
i
) 5

�
d

i,j#dmax

c(x
j
)w(d

i, j
)s(x

j
)

�
d

i,j#dmax

w(d
i, j

)s(x
j
)

. (8)

FIG. 2. (left) Examples of three different spectral responses as a function of wavenumber, and (right) corre-

sponding weighting functions as a function of distance; the weighting functions are normalized by their maximum

value.
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The three weighting functions represented in Fig. 2

will successively be tested considering different values

of the cutoff distance dmax. We will study the impact on

the corresponding response function of using four cut-

off distances (d1, d2, d3, and d4) as indicated in Fig. 3.

The first case corresponds to a wide-footprint weighting

function w1 (Fig. 3, upper panels). We note that the the-

oretical response (represented by the curve d‘) is ade-

quately approximated only with large cutoff distances;

otherwise, the response of the filter shows large oscilla-

tions corresponding to false amplification or attenuation

of the field.

Narrower weighting functions such as w2 (Fig. 3, mid-

dle panels) are much less demanding; a relatively ade-

quate response function is obtained with much smaller

cutoff distance, and there is little difference in the re-

sponse for cutoff distance dmax . d2. An even better

approximation is obtained for w3 with a much smaller

cutoff distance (Fig. 3, bottom panels). This weighting

function corresponds to the most gradual variation of

the spectral response in our test case.

In summary, the choice of the weighting function is

very important for two main reasons. First, a weighting

function corresponding to an abrupt change in the spec-

tral response contains large oscillations and needs a large

cutoff distance, which would translate to increased com-

putational costs. Second, a gradually varying response

function gives rise to a narrow weighting function and

thus to a much smaller acceptable cutoff distance in or-

der to approximate adequately the theoretical response.

FIG. 3. (left) The three weighting functions represented in Fig. 2 with the location of various arbitrary truncation

distances noted d1 to d4. (right) The corresponding spectral responses obtained after the application of the convo-

lution filter with the truncated weighting functions; the exact responses are the curves in black labeled d‘.
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In this case, we must be aware that only a small part of

the spectrum is completely removed—the rest being only

attenuated. This is not necessarily a problem, as we will

see later, because repeated applications of such a filter

(as it would be the case if the filter is applied at every

time step during the integration of the model) would be

as effective at removing undesired scales as a wider

weighting function but at a lesser computational cost.

In the next section we will test different weighting

functions and will discuss the advantages and disadvan-

tages for the use of different filter configurations.

3. Applications

This section presents some examples of applications

of the proposed convolution filter into 1D and 2D Car-

tesian domains, initially with uniform resolution and

later with a stretched grid. We express the 1D test func-

tion as c(x) 5 cl(x) 1 cn(x), where cl is a large-scale

wave representing the physical signal that is properly

represented on the entire domain, and cn is a small-

scale wave representing noise. The filter will be aimed

at maintaining the large-scale signal but at attenuating

or removing the small-scale noise.

The skill of the filter will be quantitatively evaluated

by comparing the filtered solution c with the expected

analytical solution cl using two scores: the normalized

root-mean-square (NRMS) error and the normalized con-

servation ratio (NCR). The root-mean-square error will

be computed between the filtered solution and the ex-

pected analytical solution (after subtracting the mean

error) and normalized by the variance of the analytical

solution

NRMS 5

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
�

k
[c(x

k
)� c

l
(x

k
)�C]2

s(x
k
)

r
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
�

k
[c

l
(x

k
)]2

s(x
k
)

r , (9)

where C 5 �k[c(xk)� cl(xk)]s(xk)/�k s(xk) is the

domain-averaged error between the filtered solution and

the analytical solution. The NCR checks mass conserva-

tion as the mean error between the filtered and unfiltered

solution and is normalized by the variance of the ana-

lytical solution

NCR 5

�
k

[c(x
k
)� c(x

k
)]s(x

k
)

�
�

k
s(x

k
)ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

�
k

[c2
l (x

k
)s(x

k
)]

�
�

k
s(x

k
)

s . (10)

For all the tests, we used a function in the form of a

sum of single harmonics for both the large-scale signal

and small-scale noise

c(x
i
) 5 A

l
cos(k

l
x

i
) 1 A

n
cos(k

n
x

i
), (11)

where Al and An are arbitrarily constants, and kl and kn are

wavenumbers of the signal to be retained and the noise to

be removed, respectively. In the following, we will use the

convention that x covers the interval from 0 to 2p.

a. Application of the convolution filter in a 1D
uniform domain

A necessary condition for any filtering method pro-

posed for a variable mesh is to perform adequately for

a uniform grid. In this section, we test the performance

of various configurations of the convolution filter in ide-

alized conditions on a uniform-resolution 1D domain.

Three test functions will be used, noted c1, c2, and c3,

defined on 256 grid points so that 256Dx 5 2p. All test

functions will use the same signal with wavenumber kl 5

2(2p/256Dx) 5 2p/128Dx corresponding to two oscilla-

tions around the periodic domain and a wavelength of

ll 5 128Dx. Three test functions will be used with dif-

ferent noise scales characterized by the following wave-

numbers and wavelengths: kn1
5 32(2p/256Dx) 5 2p/8Dx

and ln1
5 8Dx for the first, kn2

5 64(2p/256Dx) 5 2p/4Dx

and ln2
5 4Dx for the second, and kn3

5 128(2p/256Dx) 5

2p/2Dx and ln3
5 2Dx for the third test function.

There are three main parameters that control the re-

sponse of the filter as defined: a and b characterize the

formal filtering response (large scales with wavenumbers

smaller than a are kept intact while small scales with

wavenumbers larger than b are removed entirely, with

a gradual transition in between), and the finite width

of the stencil dmax affects the accuracy of the actual

filter. We will use a single value for the parameter

a 5 2p/16Dx 5 16(2p/256Dx), corresponding to an ideal

response in which all length scales larger than or equal to

16Dx are kept. We will vary the b parameter as b1 5 2a 5

2p/8Dx 5 32(2p/256Dx), b2 5 4a 5 2p/4Dx 5 64(2p/

256Dx), and b3 5 8a 5 2p/2Dx 5 128(2p/256Dx), which

corresponds to removing all length scales shorter than or

equal to 8Dx, 4Dx, and 2Dx, respectively. These choices

parameters correspond to three weighting functions in

the convolution formulation w1, w2, and w3, as shown in

the left panels of Fig. 3. We will assess the performance

of the filters on the test functions using various stencil

widths.

Figure 4 shows visually the results of the three filters

applied on c1 (Figs. 4a,c,e) and c2 (Figs. 4b,d,f) using

a stencil that is wide enough to approximate well the

theoretical response as seen in Fig. 3. The first filter

(using b1) was designed in such a way that it should re-

move entirely the noise for both c1 and c2 test functions

because b1 # (kn1
, kn2

); Figs. 4a,b confirm the expectation.

In this case the truncation distance dmax 5 d4 5 21Dx was
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used in w1 (see the upper-left panel in Fig. 3). The second

filter (using b2) was designed such as to remove entirely the

noise of c2 because kn2
$ b

2
, but only attenuate weakly

the noise of c1 because kn1
, b2; Figs. 4c,d again confirm

the expectation. Because this second filter has a broader

spectral response, a shorter truncation distance dmax 5

d3 5 10Dx was sufficient to approximate w2, as seen in the

middle-left panel of Fig. 3. The third filter (using b3) was

designed to only attenuate the noise of c1 and c2 because

(k
n1

, k
n2

) , b
3
; Figs. 4e,f confirm the expectation, and in

fact this filter has very little effect on c1. Because this

third filter has an even broader spectral response, a very

short truncation distance dmax 5 d2 5 4Dx was sufficient to

approximate w3, as seen in the lower-left panel of Fig. 3.

We note that all three filters were very effective in re-

moving entirely the noise in the third test function c3

characterized by 2Dx short-scale noise, and for this reason

the figures are not shown.

We now proceed to the quantitative evaluation of

the filtering response for the three test functions c1,

c2, and c3. In Fig. 5, the NRMS is shown as a function

of the truncation distance used for the stencil in the

FIG. 4. Test functions (left) c1 and (right) c2 in blue and the filtered fields in red. (a),(b) The filter used the

weighting function w1 and a truncation distance of 21Dx; (c),(d) the filter used the weighting function w2 and

a truncation distance of 10Dx; and (e),(f) the filter used the weighting function w3 and a truncation distance of 4Dx.
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convolution. In the case of the first filter with a sharp

spectral response function and, therefore, a broad

weighting function w1, the noise is completely removed

only if the truncation distance is large enough to ap-

proximate the theoretical response (Fig. 5a). The other

two filters have more gradual response functions and

thus narrower weighting functions w2 and w3; in this

case, the NRMS converges more rapidly to the value

that represents the amplitude of the noise remaining

after filtering according to the theoretical response in

the definition of the weighting function (Figs. 5b,c).

In all cases, the conservation ratio was verified and the

NCR scores were within the round-off error of the com-

puter used for these tests.

We note that a sharp spectral response to the filter

implies a broad-structure weighting function in the con-

volution, and that the increase of the stencil width im-

proves the accuracy of the filter, which is then able to

produce the theoretical response. But this increase of

stencil width has drawbacks: first, it is computationally

expensive (especially in many dimensions); and second, it

involves large volumes of data motion for implementa-

tion on distributed-memory parallel computers. Narrower

stencils are computationally more efficient in the convolu-

tion, but with very narrow stencils, the filter only approxi-

mates the theoretical response, which may result in reducing

the amplitude of the noise one wishes to eliminate—but

without removing it entirely as in the theoretical response.

In practice, however, filters can be applied at time intervals—

possibly at every time step—in atmospheric models. The

repeated application of a less-expensive filter using a nar-

row stencil, which only damps without suppressing entirely

undesired noise, can be as efficient and effective as a more

accurate but expensive filter using a wide stencil.

We proceed to illustrate the effect of repeated appli-

cation of a filter. We recall that the third filter (using b3)

was designed such as to remove entirely the noise in the

third test function c3 characterized by very short-scale

noise with wavenumber kn3
, but to only attenuate the

larger-scale noise of c1 and c2; in fact, this filter had

a very weak damping effect on the noise of c1. Figure 6a

shows the response of the repeated application of the

filter. The small-scale noise of the test function c2 with

wavenumber k
n2

is essentially eliminated after 10 ap-

plications. For the test function c1, the noise with wave-

number kn1
still remains even after 40 applications, and

we also note a small attenuation of the large-scale signal

(at wavenumber a) caused by the repeated applications

of the filter. The variation of the NRMS for the noise

component as a function of the number of applications

of the filter to c1 and c2 is shown in Fig. 6b. Figure 7 shows

the results on test function c2 after 4 and 10 applications

(Figs. 7a,b), and on test function c1 after 4 and 40 appli-

cations. As expected, this particular choice of compact

filter is more effective at damping short-scale noise than

larger-scale one, but repeated application of the filter

succeeds at reducing substantially even larger-scale noise.

b. Application of the convolution filter into a 1D
stretched grid

The application of the convolution filter for a variable-

resolution domain is tested considering a periodic 1D

FIG. 5. Variation of the NRMS scores as a function of the trun-

cation distance for the test functions c1, c2, and c3, using the

weighting functions (a) w1, (b) w2, and (c) w3.
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stretched grid. The domain [0, 2p] is divided into four

main zones: a uniform fine-resolution zone with grid

mesh Dxmin located in the center of the domain, bor-

dered by two stretching zones where the resolution is

gradually degraded, and completed by a uniform low-

resolution zone with grid mesh Dxmax, as represented

in Fig. 8. Such a configuration is typical of the varying

resolution around a latitude circle in the region outside

the uniform high-resolution area of the domain, as in-

dicated for example by the line segment A–A9 in Fig. 1,

which slices through the arms-of-the-cross region in the

latitude–longitude grid.

One purpose of the 1D stretched-grid tests will be to

verify the ability of the general convolution filter to

FIG. 6. (a) Spectral response after 1, 4, 10, or 40 applications of the convolution filter using weighting function w3.

The wavenumbers corresponding to the test functions c1, c2, and c3 are indicated on the horizontal axis. (b) The

NRMS score as a function of the number of applications of the convolution filter using weighting function w3 on the

test functions c1 and c2.

FIG. 7. (top) The initial test function c2 (blue) and the filtered field (red) after (a) 4 and (b) 10 applications of the

convolution filter with weighting function w3 and truncation distance dmax 5 4Dxmin. (bottom) The corresponding

results for test function c1 after (c) 4 and (d) 10 applications of the same convolution filter.
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actually render uniform-resolution fields despite the

varying grid mesh. If effective, such a filter could be used

in 2D to remove the anisotropy of the grid in the arms-of-

the-cross region of the grid. The test functions used for

the following 1D stretched-grid tests are in the form

analogous to (11) that was used for the uniform resolution,

but here the noise amplitude is chosen to be zero in the

low-resolution part of the domain, gradually increased in

the stretching areas, and is maximum in the high-resolution

area that is here taken to represent the anisotropic-grid

arms-of-the-cross region of a 2D domain. Two grid designs

will be used in the following experiments (see Table 1).

We mention in passing that for both grids, the number of

grid points located in the uniform high-resolution area

represents 60%–64% from the total number of grid

points, even if the area represents only 1/3 from the entire

domain.

In the following tests, we will interpret the high-

resolution part of the 1D grid as corresponding to the

anisotropic arms-of-the-cross region of a 2D grid; the

convolution will be applied with the aim of filtering some

small-scale noise that a user may want to remove outside

the uniform high-resolution zone. Therefore, in our 1D

variable domain, the filter will be designed to render quasi-

uniform-resolution fields by removing scales with wave-

lengths shorter than twice the maximum grid mesh in the

domain; consequently, the parameter a in the weighting

function, which controls the largest wavenumber retained

on the entire grid, is chosen as a 5 2p/2Dxmax. Various

values of the parameters b and dmax will be tested and

results will be presented through examples of filtered

functions and NRMS and NCR statistics for the two

stretched grids mentioned above.

A first example is shown for grid SG2 in Fig. 9. In this

case, the test function contained a noise with wave-

number kn 5 2p/4Dxmin. A convolution filter w1 was

chosen to completely remove the smallest resolved scale

in the high-resolution region using parameter b 5 1.5a;

therefore, kn , b. Figure 9 shows the result obtained with a

truncation distance dmax 5 5Dxmax for the weighting

function. We see that the goal is reached: the short-scale

noise is completely removed and the large-scale signal

perfectly maintained.

We study the effects of different stretching rates by

running tests on two variable-resolution grids—SG1 and

SG2—that have the same total stretching factor (S ffi 4),

but the stretching rate of SG1 is 3 times larger than that

of SG2. We will use the same test function as in the

previous case, and use two convolution filters aiming at

removing entirely small-scale noise, with weighting func-

tions w1 (a 5 2p/2Dxmax; b 5 1.5a) and w2 (a 5 2p/2Dxmax;

b 5 2a). The NRMS scores are shown in Fig. 10a. It is

seen that the noise is completely removed if an adequate

truncation distance is used; this distance is shorter for

the filter with the more gradual response (w2). There

appears to be little impact of the stretching rate on the

NRMS score. For the NCR score (Fig. 10b), we note that

better conservation is obtained with the filter with the

more gradual response (w2) and on the grid with smaller

stretching rate (SG2).

As mentioned before, a large truncation distance per-

mits one to completely remove scales smaller than b and

FIG. 8. General configuration of the 1D stretched grid.

TABLE 1. Parameters of 1D stretched grids used to verify the

performance of the convolution filter.

High-

resolution

zone

Stretched-grid

zones

Local

stretching

factor «s»

Total

stretching

factor «S»

SG1
2p

3
,

4p

3

� �
7p

12
,

2p

3

� �
[ 4p

3
,

17p

12

� �
7.2% 4

SG2
2p

3
,

4p

3

� �
5p

12
,

2p

3

� �
[ 4p

3
,

19p

12

� �
2.4% 4

FIG. 9. The initial test function (blue) and the filtered field (red)

on the SG2 grid with S ffi 4. For the convolution, the weighting

function used parameters a 5 2p/2Dxmax and b 5 1.5a, and

a truncation distance dmax 5 5Dxmax; the noise in the test function

had a wavenumber of kn 5 2p/4Dxmin.
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maintain conservation, but wide stencils come with in-

creased computational costs. For this reason, it may be

preferable to use convolution filters using weighting func-

tion with a narrow stencils, even if such filters remove

only a fraction of the noise at every application.

For the next experiment, we use the same test function

and stretched grids, and apply two convolution filters with

theoretical response corresponding to removing only a

fraction of the noise at every application, with weighting

functions w3 (a 5 2p/2Dxmax; b 5 3a) and w4 (a 5 2p/

2Dxmax; b 5 3.5a) corresponding to stronger and weaker

filtering of the shorter scales, respectively. The truncation

distance used for these applications was 6Dxmin for w3 and

4Dxmin for w4. Figure 11a shows that the NRMS score

initially decreases as a function of the truncation distance,

but—after a certain truncation distance—it becomes con-

stant but not zero, meaning that a part of the noise is still

present; increasing the truncation distance will not im-

prove the score because the response of the filter then

reproduces exactly the theoretical response corresponding

to removing only a fraction of the noise. To remove com-

pletely the noise using such weighting functions, the filter

must be repeatedly applied. Figure 11b shows the NRMS

score with repeating the application of the filter; for these

tests, we chose the truncation distance for which the

NRMS was nearly constant, indicated by the dot in Fig.

11a. We can see that just after few applications the NRMS

FIG. 10. The (a) NRMS and (b) NCR scores as a function of the

truncation distance for two convolution filters with weighting

functions w1 (a 5 2p/2Dxmax; b 5 1.5a) and w2 (a 5 2p/2Dxmax; b 5

2a), applied on SG1 and SG2 stretched grids.

FIG. 11. (a) The NRMS score as a function of the truncation

distance for two convolution filters with weighting functions w3

(a 5 2p/2Dxmax; b 5 3a) and w4 (a 5 2p/2Dxmax; b 5 3.5a), applied

on SG1 and SG2 stretched grids. (b) The NRMS score as a function

of the number of application of convolution filters with weighting

functions w3 with a truncation distance of 6Dxmin, and w4 with

a truncation distance of 4Dxmin. (c) As in (b), for the NCR score.
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is almost zero. We note, however, a slight but systematic

attenuation of the largest scales with several applications

of the filter; this shows in Fig. 11b as a nonzero value of

NRMS and in Fig. 11c as a linear increase of NCR for

repeated applications. The mass nonconservation is par-

ticularly pronounced for the grid with the larger stretching

rate (SG1) and for the less scale-selective filter (w4).

We next illustrate the results of the convolution filter

on SG2 using the same test function that was used in Fig. 9,

with a noise characterized by wavenumber kn 5 2p/2Dxmin.

In Fig. 12, the blue and red lines represent the initial and

the filtered functions, respectively. The left column shows

results for the weighting function w3 (a 5 2p/2Dxmax; b 5

3a) with a truncation distance dmax 5 8Dxmin, and the

right column for w4 (a 5 2p/2Dxmax; b 5 3.5a) with a

truncation distance dmax 5 6Dxmin; the first row shows

results after one application of the filter, and the second

row after four applications. After one application of the

w3 filter, the amplitude of the noise is reduced by 52%,

and after four applications only 5% of the noise remains.

For comparison, after one application of the w4 filter,

36% of the noise is removed, and after four applications

17% of the noise is still present.

A general filtering technique applied on a variable-

resolution domain must be able to remove at the same

time any noise that may result from the anisotropy in the

stretching zones, but also the computational noise charac-

teristic of any numerical model. We next consider a test

function composed from three harmonics. The first one

represents a large-scale signal to be preserved under filter-

ing. The second harmonic represents a computational noise

present anywhere on the grid. The third one represents

another noise that may be resulting from the stretching of

the grid; we will introduce it only in the stretching region

and the high-resolution area that we will interpret here as

corresponding to the anisotropic arms-of-the-cross region of

a 2D grid. We used the following test function:

c(x
i
) 5 A

l
cos(k

l
x

i
) 1 A

n
l
cos(k

n
l
x

i
) 1 A

n
h

cos(k
n

h
x

i
),

where Al, Anl
, and Anh

are arbitrary amplitudes, and kl,

k
nl

, and k
nh

are the wavenumbers of the large-scale signal

and of the two types of noises.

For the test shown in Fig. 13, we used the values kl 5

2(2p/256Dxmax) 5 2p/128Dxmax, kn1
5 2p/4Dxmax, and

kn2
5 2p/4Dxmin, and a convolution filter with a weighting

FIG. 12. The initial test function (blue) with noise of wavenumber kn 5 2p/4Dxmin on the SG2 grid, and the filtered

field (red) after 1 (first row) and 4 applications (second row) of the convolution filter. (left) Results obtained using

a weighting function w3 with parameters (a 5 2p/2Dxmax; b 5 3a) and a truncation distance of 8Dxmin, and (right)

a weighting function w4 (a 5 2p/2Dxmax; b 5 3.5a) with a truncation distance dmax 5 6Dxmin.
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function w5 with parameters (a 5 2p/8Dxmax; b 5 1.5a)

and a truncation distance of 8Dxmax. Using appropriate

weighting function and truncation distance, the filter is

able to eliminate both noises, as we see in Fig. 13.

The ability of the convolution filter to remove noises

everywhere on a stretched grid emphasizes the defini-

tion of the weighting function independently of the

computational mesh. To highlight this property, we use

the same test function as in Fig. 13 but with A
nh

5 0 and

k
n1

5 2p/2Dx
max

. To remove this noise, the convolution

filter uses a weighting function w6 with parameters (a 5

2p/8Dxmax; b 5 2.5a) and a truncation distance of 6Dxmax.

Figure 14a shows the initial and the filtered functions; it

can be seen that the noise is completely removed every-

where, including in the low-resolution, high-resolution,

and stretched zones of the domain. Next, we apply the

Shapiro filter to the same test function; as can be seen

in Fig. 14b, the noise is completely removed only in the

low-resolution zone, and it is only attenuated in the high-

resolution and stretched zones. The amount by which the

noise is attenuated or removed corresponds to R(L) 5 1 2

sin2(pDx/L) where L 5 2Dxmax ffi 8Dxmin; because the

response depends on the computational gridpoint dis-

tance, we conclude that the Shapiro operator is not really

appropriate for a variable mesh.

For all tests performed on 1D stretched grids, the

convolution filter worked appropriately. With suitable

parameter choices, the noise is removed in regions chosen

by the user (such as in the stretching zones and/or over the

entire domain), the total mass is relatively well conserved,

and there is little attenuation of the initial signal. In prac-

tice, the choice of the weighting function and truncation

distance must be made as a compromise between the cost

of the application and the precision of the filter.

c. Application of the convolution filter into a 2D
Cartesian stretched grid

The formal approach developed in 1D is generalized

for two-dimensional domains. The two-dimensional con-

volution uses a weighting function that is the product of

two one-dimensional functions, similar to those used in

the one-dimensional case. The approximation of a 2D

convolution using a sequence of 1D convolutions re-

quires reduced computations while producing equally

valid analyses when compared with those of the 2D filter

scheme as shown by Thatcher and McGregor (2009), who

used this approach in the context of a scale-selective filter

for dynamical downscaling.

Considering a signal c(x, y), the filtered value c(x, y) is

FIG. 13. The initial test function (blue) on the SG1 grid and the

filtered field (red). The noise on the entire grid has wavenumber

kn1
5 2p/4Dxmax, and the noise on the stretching region and high-

resolution area has wavenumber k
n2

5 2p/4Dx
min

. The convolu-

tion filter used a weighting function w5 with parameters a 5 2p/

8Dxmax and b 5 1.5a, and a truncation distance of 8Dxmax.

FIG. 14. The initial test function (blue) on the SG1 contains a noise

represented on the entire grid with wavenumber kn1
5 2p/2Dxmax.

(a) The filtered field (red) is obtained using a convolution filter with

a weighting function w6 with parameters a 5 2p/8Dxmax and b 5

2.5a, and a truncation distance of 6Dxmax. (b) The filtered field (red)

is obtained using the Shapiro filter.
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c(x, y) 5 (c * w)(x, y)

5

ð‘
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5
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w
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(y� t) dt

5

ð‘

�‘

(c * w
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)(x, t)w
1D

(y� t) dt

5 [(c * w
1D

) * w
1D

](x, y), (12)

where w(x, y) 5 w1D(x)w1D(y), with w1D representing

the same 1D function as in (6). In practice, the

2D filtered function will be obtained conveniently by

successive applications of 1D filter in each direction.

The weighting function is symmetrical with respect to

x and y directions, and also with respect to any line that

passes through an application point.

The convolution is expressed as a quadrature for a grid

point in the stretched domain as follows:

c(x
i
, y

j
) 5
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j, l
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c(x
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l
)

, (13)

where di,k, dj,l, s(xk), and s(yl) have the same meaning

as in (7). It is important to reiterate that in our proposed

convolution filter approach, the weights are calculated

using physical distances rather than gridpoint indices. In

practice, the width of the weighting function stencil is

truncated to a finite distance from the application point

when the distance in x or y direction exceeds the maxi-

mum prescribed distance dmax; this results in an ap-

proximately isotropic 2D weighting function.

A 2D stretched grid was built following a similar

approach as for the 1D grid. In the center of the mesh is

the uniform high-resolution area and, outside of this

zone, the grid spacing increases in both directions as

a geometric progression with a constant stretching

factor of 7.2% until a maximum grid spacing is attained.

We chose a total stretching factor S ’ 4 in x and y di-

rections, similar to the SG1 previously used in the one-

dimension tests.

The purpose of our simplified 2D tests with the convo-

lution filter will be to remove the small scales outside the

uniform high-resolution core region of the domain, thus

correcting for the anisotropy of a test-function field in the

arms-of-the-cross and stretching areas where the resolu-

tion varies with direction or the resolution is not uniform.

Similarly to our tests in 1D, we define a test function

using 2D sinusoidal waveforms. One will represent a

large-scale signal cl(x, y) that will be represented on the

entire grid and that we wish to retain with the filter. The

second waveform will be a small-scale component cn(x, y)

that will be present in the uniform high-resolution region,

where it will represent a finescale signal we wish to be

retained with the application of the filter; the small-

scale component will also be progressively added in the

stretching regions, where it will be considered as noise

that the filter should remove. The test function will be

represented as

c(x, y) 5 c
l
(x, y) 1 c

n
(x, y),

or for gridpoint representation

c(x
i
, y

j
) 5 A

l
cos(k

l
x

i
) cos(l

l
y

j
)1A

n
cos(k

n
x

i
) cos(l

n
y

j
),

where Al and An are arbitrarily set amplitudes, and (kl, ll)

and (kn, ln) are the large-scale and small-scale wave-

numbers in x and y directions, respectively. The tests were

performed on a grid with a total stretching factor S ’ 4 in

x and y directions, similar to SG1 previously used in one

dimension. The initial field is presented in the upper panel

of Fig. 15.

The middle row presents the results using a filter with

the weighting function w1 with parameters (a 5 2p/

2Dxmax; b 5 1.5a) and a truncation distance of dmax 5

10Dxmin (left panel) and dmax 5 21Dxmin (right panel). We

note that the filter successfully removes completely the

‘‘noise’’ when using a large enough truncation distance,

and there are no visible deformations of the signal at the

borders of the uniform high-resolution area.

The lower row presents the results using a less scale-

selective filter with a weighting function w3 with parame-

ters (a 5 2p/2Dxmax; b 5 3a) with a truncation distance of

dmax 5 10Dxmin. The left panel shows the result after one

application of the filter, and the right panel after six

applications of the filter. The broad spectral response of

this filter allows the use of a narrower stencil for the

weighting function, but the filter only damps the noise
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FIG. 15. (top) The initial test field on the 2D stretched grid with S ffi 4. (middle) The filtered fields after

application of a convolution filter with 1D weighting function w1 and a truncation distance of (middle left)

10Dxmin and (middle right) 21Dxmin. (bottom) The filtered fields after application of a convolution filter with

1D weighting function w4 and a truncation distance 10Dxmin; the result after (bottom left) one and (bottom

right) six applications of the filter.
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without suppressing it entirely; however, repeated ap-

plications of the filter can effectively remove the noise.

4. Conclusions

We described a filtering approach based on the convo-

lution operator that can be applied effectively on stretched

grids. The filter can be effective to remove unwanted small

scales outside the uniform high-resolution area of the

global variable-resolution domain. This approach can be

used to render quasi-isotropic fields on variable-resolution

grids. The weighting function in the convolution can sim-

ply be calculated as the inverse Fourier transform of the

spectral response desired for the filter. A key element of

the approach is that the weights are based on the physical

distance between grid points rather than gridpoint indices;

it is this feature that makes this approach attractive for use

on variable-resolution grids. The method has here been

tested in 1D periodic domain and 2D Cartesian mesh, and

on uniform as well as variable-resolution stretched grids.

In the first part of the paper, we presented the mathe-

matical formulation for the convolution filter and an

analysis of the weighting function for a uniform periodic

one-dimensional domain. We noted that the design of

a convolution filter with a sharp cutoff spectral response

requires a large number of grid points in the weighting

function in order to reproduce the desired response, but

such a filter incurs a high computational cost. Truncating

the weighting function after some distance can save on

computational cost, but the resulting filter only reproduces

approximately the desired spectral response, and in gen-

eral only results in an attenuation of the small scales one

wishes to filter. Multiple applications of such an approxi-

mate filter can be a pragmatic compromise. We showed

that in the simplified context of—a periodic domain, si-

nusoidal fields, large truncation distance for the weighting

function—the convolution filter conserves perfectly the

mass, the noise is removed and the large-scale signal is

completely preserved.

The second part of the paper was dedicated to the

adaptation of the convolution filter for 1D variable-

resolution grids. Because the weighting function in the

proposed convolution filter depends on the physical dis-

tance rather than gridpoint indices, we showed that the

response of the filter is almost independent of the stretching

of the underlying computational mesh. The only reper-

cussion of the changing resolution is computational—

if the application point is located in a high-resolution area,

the number of grid points participating in the quadrature

is large.

The experiments performed on test functions rep-

resented by single harmonics on the one- and two-

dimensional periodic stretched grid have shown that the

proposed convolution filter can effectively remove com-

pletely the small-scale noise while conserving the large-

scale signal.

In summary, the proposed approach appears to be

a valuable alternative to a conventional gridpoint-based

smoothing operator for stretched-grid models. In forth-

coming papers, we will expand the present Cartesian-

geometry scalar formulation to polar geometry and vectors.

The convolution filter approach developed for 1D vari-

able grids and generalized to two-dimensional Cartesian

geometry will be adapted for polar geometry as an inter-

mediate step toward a spherical latitude–longitude grid.

On the polar grid, the convolution filter will be used not

only in the stretching area but also near the poles. As in

the present study, we chose for simplicity and efficiency a

filter formulation obtained by the separate application of

the convolution in radial and azimuthal directions, but

preserving the paramount concept of physical distance.

Because the number of grid points for a given physical

distance in the azimuthal direction varies with radial dis-

tances, it will be important to apply first the convolution in

azimuthal direction, followed by the application of the

convolution in radial direction.
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